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Abstract When cementitious materials are dried,

internal stresses are generated that lead to desiccation

shrinkage, a portion of which is irreversible. Previous

research has indicated that, while a cementitious

composite is subjected to a state of stress, dissolution

of cement grains and precipitation of hydrates can yield

irreversible creep strains, and it is hypothesized that the

same process can lead to irreversible shrinkage during

drying. To evaluate this hypothesis, a computationally

implemented model integrating a microstructural evo-

lution model with a finite element calculation routine

was utilized. This computationally implemented model

is capable of predicting the magnitude of shrinkage

deformation of cement paste during drying conditions

as a result of cement grain dissolution and hydrate

precipitation. From the simulation results, the mecha-

nism of cement grain dissolution and hydrate precip-

itation can lead to significant shrinkage behavior of

cement paste, and it is also a potential mechanism

resulting in the irreversible component of desiccation

shrinkage at early ages (e.g., while the hydration rate is

significant). The predicted irreversible shrinkage

decreases with the age at which drying is initiated as a

result of the decreasing hydration reaction rate.

Keywords Microstructure � Shrinkage � Cement

paste � Modeling � Dissolution

1 Introduction

Desiccation shrinkage occurs as a result of pore water

loss inside cement paste, and is a time-dependent,

characteristic behavior of cementitious materials. Both

external drying (e.g., through moisture diffusion and

evaporation) and internal drying (e.g., when capillary

pore water is consumed during hydration or other

chemical reactions) (see e.g., [1–3]) can induce desic-

cation shrinkage. At high internal relative humidity

(RH), the origin of desiccation shrinkage has been

primarily attributed to the change in the pore fluid

pressure, which can lead to corresponding compression

of the surrounding solid microstructure [4–8]. The

mechanical response to this compression is experimen-

tally measured as desiccation shrinkage. An important

observation is that even under constant RH (which
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indicates constant pore fluid pressure), shrinkage would

continuously occur, producing an irreversible compo-

nent of deformation and a creep-like behavior of cement

paste desiccation shrinkage [9]. Thus, in this paper,

irreversible shrinkage is defined as the shrinkage strains

that will not ultimately be recovered upon returning the

internal RH to the level that preceded any desiccation

(i.e., the internal RH at full saturation).

Despite devoted efforts to investigate the mecha-

nisms behind shrinkage, no unified theory has been

derived to explain the creep and irreversible compo-

nents of desiccation shrinkage. It is generally believed

that microstructural and chemical changes are the

origin of these irreversible deformations, and many

theories regarding these changes have been proposed,

such as the formation of bonds between pressed

surfaces [6], further formation of hydration products

[10], creation of new interlayer space [5] and disso-

lution of adsorbent molecules [11]. The major com-

ponents that are generally attributed as responsible for

the irreversible strains are the amorphous calcium

silicate hydrate (C–S–H) [3, 12, 13] and distributed

pores inside cement paste [12, 14]. A change in the

internal RH can lead to an alteration in the internal

structure of the C–S–H gel, manifesting as a drying-

accelerated ‘‘aging’’ process of the C–S–H, potentially

leading to an irreversible component of deformation.

Besides the mechanisms that are directly related to

these fundamental microstructure changes, internal

microcracking in cement paste is another potential

mechanism of irreversible desiccation shrinkage [3].

A computational scheme which couples the hydra-

tion microstructural model thermodynamic hydration

andmicrostructure evolution (THAMES) [15, 16] and a

time-stepping finite element calculationmodel has been

recently developed [17, 18]. This computational

scheme is capable of predicting the long-term, time-

dependent mechanical properties of cement paste as a

function of time-evolving microstructures. One

strength of this model is that it can separate different

deformation components and study their effects indi-

vidually. According to simulation results from the

computational scheme, stress redistribution associated

with the dissolution of solid load-bearing constituents

can lead to significant irreversible, creep or relaxation

of cement paste when the microstructure is subjected to

external loads [17–19]. In support of these simulation

results indicating that creep can result from dissolution

of load-bearing constituents, Pignatelli et al. [20]

recently showed that the tendencies for creep and

dissolution of C–S–H are closely related. Furthermore,

experiments have indicated a significant reduction in

creep rate at lowRHwhere dissolution of cement grains

and other phases would be hindered (see, e.g., [21–24]).

In previous studies, the authors focused on the

stress state change as a result of dissolution occurring

while under external mechanical loadings; however,

internal pore fluid pressure changes (due to e.g.,

desiccation) can also contribute to the stress state

within cement paste, and this latter influence was not

considered in previous papers. Thus, a hypothesis is

proposed that the dissolution of cement grain particles

and precipitation of hydrates during the hydration

process can cause early-age, irreversible desiccation

shrinkage. To evaluate this hypothesis and quantify

the significance of this mechanism, the aforemen-

tioned computational scheme was utilized in this paper

to simulate the early-age desiccation shrinkage behav-

ior of cement paste. From the simulation results, two

major mechanisms that can lead to desiccation

shrinkage were studied and compared in this paper:

(1) instantaneous elastic deformation of cement paste

solid phases as a result of pore fluid pressure change

and (2) the progressive deformation due to concurrent

cement grain dissolution during the hydration reac-

tion. Preliminary simulation results of cement paste

shrinkage were presented in [25], and based on these

simulation results, a complete set of virtual experi-

ments were carried out in this paper to simulate cyclic

drying and rewetting conditions to give a more direct

investigation of the mechanisms behind irreversible

shrinkage. Additionally, besides the study of the

mechanism of cement grain dissolution and hydrate

precipitation, the effect of C–S–H viscoplasticity in

leading to irreversible shrinkage is also analyzed. As

poroelasticity has been widely utilized to model

desiccation shrinkage of porous materials such as

cement paste, the simulation results are also compared

to simple poroelastic calculations.

2 Computationally implemented model

2.1 Microstructure model and finite element

analysis

The computationally implemented model involves a

hydration microstructural model THAMES and a

finite element analysis model. THAMES is capable
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of generating the three dimensional (3D) time-evolv-

ing microstructures of cement paste during the hydra-

tion process at the micrometer level [15, 16]. With the

initial input of experimentally measured clinker

constituents’ mass fractions, the particle size distribu-

tion of cement grains and the water to cement ratio (w/

c) at the sub-particle level, THAMES calculates the

amount of dissolved cement grains at different ages.

The reaction rate of clinkers with water follows the

empirically-derived clinker reaction rate equations

strictly (Parrot and Killoh [26]), and the dissolution

process of cement grain particles are determined by

the phenomenological dissolution kinetics [15]. Based

on the mass of dissolved cement grains into the pore

fluid, THAMES calculates the pore fluid elemental

composition at each age. This elemental composition

is then input into a thermodynamic engine Gibbs

energy minimization (GEMS) [27, 28], which has

been implemented in THAMES, to calculate the mass

of precipitated hydrates while assuming a near-equi-

librium state is reached between the hydration prod-

ucts and pore fluid solution. A more detailed

description of THAMES can be found in [15, 17, 18].

As desiccation shrinkage is a mechanical response

to an internal state of stress, prediction of such

deformation requires mechanical analysis. With the

input of a series of 3D images of simulated cement

paste from THAMES (each of which contains 1003

voxels with the dimension of each voxel of 1 lm3) at

different ages, a finite element analysis routine is

used to calculate the internal stress/strain fields of

cement paste at each microstructure age. The voxels

in the 3D microstructures are meshed in the finite

element program utilizing a spatially aligned numer-

ical discretization [29], and in this way, each voxel

becomes an eight node trilinear cubic finite element

consisting of one single phase. Elastic mechanical

properties (e.g., Young’s modulus and Poisson’s

ratio) are assigned to all the voxels. Through

minimizing the total mechanical energy stored in

the composite under strain-controlled periodic con-

ditions, the stress/strain fields inside cement paste

can be calculated [17, 18]. The predicted external

stress under the applied strain is the volume-averaged

stress over the whole composite. With the knowledge

of any two of the linearly elastic properties, the other

elastic, mechanical moduli of the composite can be

calculated through solving the elastic equations on a

regular finite element mesh [30].

One thing to note in the program is that, to account

for the dissolution process of cement grains and

precipitation process of hydrates, a major assumption

is made in the finite element routine. It is assumed that,

once phase dissolution occurs inside one voxel, stress

redistribution occurs simultaneously and instanta-

neously from this dissolved voxel to the surrounding

solid phase voxels to satisfy linear momentum conser-

vation. The newly formed phases will form in a stress-

free state within the deformed configuration (or voxel)

and carry no memories of the historical responses of

this voxel. In this way, ‘‘apparent strain’’ is produced

inside the composite as a result of the dissolution-

precipitation process. Here, the term ‘‘apparent strain’’

is defined as the strain that is produced in the voxel that

exhibits phase change between the time of mechanical

loading and the time right before the formation of a

given solid in the voxel. Since the voxel must be stress-

free at the moment of formation, the apparent strain is

strain that does not have a corresponding stress in the

voxel. From a continuum mechanics perspective, the

apparent strain can be treated in the same fashion as

other ‘‘free’’ or ‘‘eigen’’ strains (e.g., strain induced by

temperature change or moisture state change). Consti-

tutive viscoelastic/viscoplastic (VE/VP) behavior of

cement paste at themacroscale can happen as a result of

the stress redistribution process associated with the

load-bearing solids dissolution even when all the

microscopic phases inside the program are purely

elastic. The term ‘‘apparent VE/VP’’ is reserved in this

paper to describe the VE/VP behavior of cement paste

that occurs strictly due to the dissolution process while

disregarding the inherent VE or VP properties of

phases (e.g., C–S–H). More detailed procedures and

theoretical derivations of the computational model

may be found in [17–19].

2.2 Shrinkage prediction

2.2.1 New computationally implemented model

The current version of the computational scheme has

an important limitation in that the mechanical

responses of the microstructure are predicted under

strain-controlled periodic boundary conditions, and

currently there is no effective way to switch the

boundary conditions from controlled strain to con-

trolled stress. As the time-evolving desiccation shrink-

age strain of cement paste is normally measured under
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zero external stress (e.g., traction free boundaries) and

negative internal pore fluid pressure, to simulate this

experimental measurement environment, Boltzmann’s

superposition principle [31, 32] was used. Figure 1

shows the flow chart for calculating the overall

shrinkage strain of cement paste utilizing the compu-

tational program and the superposition principle.

To simulate experiments of desiccation shrinkage

measurement and to predict the evolution of the

magnitude of shrinkage strain with time, four major

steps were conducted in the virtual, computational

experiment. First, time was discretized into n different

time steps, with each time step representing one

particular age. For the simulations, a stepwise negative

pore pressure H(t)p0 (where H(t) is the Heaviside

function) and zero external periodic boundary strain

were applied on a list of microstructures that were

generated by THAMES for all drying ages t1, t2, t3,…,

tn (which means that pore pressure was applied on

cement paste starting at time t1, t2, t3, …, tn and each

time ti is the age represented by time step i). The

negative pore pressure was applied to the fluid phases

of the simulated microstructures for the purpose of

simulating the drying process, and the evolution of the

stress fields of the whole composite as a result of the

assigned pore fluid pressure were predicted by the

computational program.

The spatially averaged hydrostatic stress of the

composite as a function of time for different drying

ages was calculated from the simulation results. The

hydrostatic stress of the composite per unit uniform

pore pressure was determined as

runittm
ðtiÞ ¼ rp0tm ðtiÞ=p0; ð1Þ

where runittm
ðtiÞ is the value of the hydrostatic stress at

time ti per unit pore pressure when dried at age tm,

rp0tm ðtiÞ is the hydrostatic stress at time ti under pore

pressure p0 when dried at age tm, m = 1, 2, 3, …, n

and i = 1, 2, 3, …, n. The resultant hydrostatic stress

history of the composite under any given internal pore

pressure history, p(t), may be determined according to

rðtiÞ ¼
Xi

k¼m

frunittk
ðtiÞ½pðtkÞ � pðtk�1Þ�g; ð2Þ

where r(ti) is the hydrostatic stress of the composite at

time ti under the given pore pressure history.

The desiccation shrinkage strain was calculated

utilizing the hydrostatic stress history of the composite

from Eq. (2) and the evolving VE/VP properties of the

composite simulated using the computationally imple-

mented model as described in [17, 18]. In order to

perform the shrinkage calculation, it was necessary to

apply a virtual boundary hydrostatic stress history of—

r(ti) tomaintain an overall spatially averaged zero stress

state (corresponding to ‘‘free shrinkage’’), as shown in

Fig. 1. Then, the strain history that must necessarily be

applied at each time step to achieve—r(ti) was calcu-
lated according to the superposition principle via

if i ¼ 1; eðtiÞ ¼
�rðtiÞ
3Kti

ðtiÞ
;

if i 6¼ 1; eðtiÞ ¼
�rðtiÞ �

Pi�1
k¼1 ½eðtkÞKtkðtiÞ�

3Kti
ðtiÞ

;

ð3Þ

where e(ti) is the additional linear strain to be applied

on the composite at time ti to achieve the desired

boundary stress history, and KtkðtiÞ is the apparent VE/
VP bulk modulus (i.e., computed from the model in

[17, 18]) of the composite at time tiwhen loaded at age

tk. More explicitly, the apparent VE/VP bulk modulus

is computed from the simulated dilatational stress

Fig. 1 Flow chart for

shrinkage strain calculation

under strain-controlled

boundary conditions
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relaxation (owing to dissolution of cement grains) for

a composite subjected to a periodic dilatational strain.

The resultant linear shrinkage strain, eshrinkage(ti), of
the composite is calculated as

eshrinkageðtiÞ ¼
Xi

k¼1

eðtkÞ: ð4Þ

In this way, the predicted time-evolving shrinkage

strain occurs due to the concomitant elastic deforma-

tion of the solid microstructure responding to the pore

fluid pressure changes as well as the dissolution of

cement grains and subsequent stress redistributions in

the microstructure. Although Eq. (1) through Eq. (4)

were intended for calculating the time-evolved shrink-

age strain of cement paste during the drying process, if

a specimen is exposed to re-wetting and the internal

RH of the simulated cement paste increases as a

function of time, then the time-dependent swelling

strain of cement paste may be predicted following the

same procedures, except that the final results obtained

would have an opposite sign, denoting negative

shrinkage (i.e., expansion). The ability to simulate

re-wetting allows direct evaluation of reversibility and

irreversibility of the simulated desiccation shrinkage.

2.2.2 Classic poroelastic model

Among analytical models for predicting the desicca-

tion shrinkage of cementitious materials, from a

mechanics perspective, poroelasticity has been used

to predict the elastic, recoverable shrinkage of cement

paste [1, 9, 33, 34]. A poroelastic expression for the

change in linear shrinkage strain may be written as

deshðtÞ ¼
SðtÞdpðtÞ þ pðtÞdSðtÞ

3

1

KpðtÞ
� 1

Ks

� �
; ð5Þ

where t denotes time, esh(t) is the time-dependent

function of linear shrinkage strain, S(t) is the function

of saturation coefficient (fraction of pores filled with

liquid pore solution), p(t) is the pore fluid pressure,

Kp(t) is the age-dependent function of bulk modulus of

the drained porous medium and Ks is the bulk modulus

of the solid skeleton, which can be considered as

constant. Comparing to KtkðtiÞ in Eq. (3), Kp(t) here is

the age dependent elastic instantaneous bulk modulus

of the porous medium, while KtkðtiÞ is a continuous

function denoting the time-dependent apparent VE/VP

properties of the VE/VP material that includes

relaxation associated with dissolution. At loading

age tload, Ktloadð0Þ ¼ KpðtloadÞ. As it is instructive

toward understanding the role of dissolution on

desiccation shrinkage, subsequent sections include

comparisons between the computationally predicted

shrinkage and the poroelastic shrinkage determined

from (5).

3 Simulation results and discussions

Microstructures of hydrating cement composites at

different ages (from 1 d to 56 d) were examined in

this paper to predict the time-dependent shrinkage

strain of cement pastes. Unless stated otherwise, all

the phases inside cement pastes were approximated

to be linearly elastic with elastic properties taken

from [35]. Using the power of the model to examine

only one deformation mechanism at a time, here the

predicted irreversible shrinkage occurs strictly due to

the time-dependent dissolution of load-bearing

cement grains.

3.1 Different ages of desiccation initiation

The desiccation process induces negative pore pres-

sure in the pores of cement pastes. When a step

function pore fluid pressure history is applied to

cement paste pore structures, instantaneous, elastic

shrinkage will occur at the time of the instantaneous

application of pore pressure. All of the simulated time-

dependent increases in shrinkage strain after the

instantaneous application of the pore pressure were

associated strictly with cement grain dissolution. The

time dependent shrinkage due to phase dissolution is

irreversible due to the precipitation of new hydration

products that ‘lock in’ the microstructure in the

deformed state. Time dependent hydrate precipitation

(which increases the composite stiffness) also ensures

that only a portion of the initial elastic shrinkage

deformation upon the step pore pressure loading is

reversible. Figure 2 shows the predicted, normalized

linear shrinkage strain of 0.40w/c cement paste at ages

of desiccation initiation of 1 and 4 days, where the

shrinkage strain is normalized by the magnitude of

applied pore pressure. It should be noted that the decay

in the degree of pore liquid saturation in the simulated

microstructures (which are generated by THAMES

simulating the hydrating cement paste under sealed

Materials and Structures (2017) 50:104 Page 5 of 14 104



conditions) is due strictly to self-desiccation effects.

Thus, when predicting the precise shrinkage strain of a

cement composite, the normalized strain cannot be

directly scaled with changes in pore pressure since

such changes are always associated with changes in

the degree of pore saturation. Figure 2 (and later

Fig. 3) is strictly meant to illustrate how shrinkage

may yet increase even at constant pore pressure, but is

not meant to be a predictive tool.

From Fig. 2, cement pastes establish elastic defor-

mation under applied pore pressure. As the stiffness of

older specimens is greater than for younger specimens,

older specimens are less compliant to internal and

external stress state changes, and this yields overall

less elastic deformation (or instantaneous shrinkage in

this case). After the initial application of internal

stresses, cement pastes continue to shrink under

constant pore pressure, leading to substantial irre-

versible shrinkage due to cement grain dissolution and

hydrate precipitation. Meanwhile, under the applied

constant pore fluid pressure, a later drying initiation

age will lead to smaller shrinkage strain increase, as

well as slower shrinkage rate. One major reason

behind the predicted smaller and slower shrinkage in

older specimens is that the hydration reaction rate of

cement paste decreases with age (and thus also the

dissolution rate of cement grains), and this could lead

to less irreversibility in predicted shrinkage. Another

potential reason leading to decreasing shrinkage rate

with time is that, when specimens are older, less water

is present inside cement paste due to water

consumption in the hydration reaction, resulting in a

smaller overall contraction of the solid skeleton

because the pore fluid pressure is exerted within a

smaller fraction of the composite volume. Thus, based

on the simulation results and aforementioned reasons,

the irreversible shrinkage occurring due to cement

grain dissolution and hydrate precipitation is likely to

decrease with age, and this agrees with the
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experimental data [36]. Furthermore, recent experi-

mental results indicate that purely poroelastic models

(which neglect dissolution effects) provide reasonably

accurate predictions of mortar shrinkage for very

mature samples where ongoing hydration is insignif-

icant [37].

3.2 Different w/c

Figure 3 shows the predicted, normalized linear shrink-

age strain for cement pasteswith differentw/c from0.35

to 0.50 with drying initiating at 1 day, where the

shrinkage strain is normalized by themagnitude of step-

applied pore fluid pressure. From Fig. 3, it can be seen

that, for the same pore pressure step, lower w/c leads to

slower shrinkage rate and smaller shrinkage magnitude

than higherw/c due to its lowerwater content and higher

stiffness. The shrinkage rate of cement pastes for allw/c

is predicted to decrease with age.

3.3 Time-evolving RH

In the previous simulations (i.e., Figs. 2, 3), step-

function pore fluid pressure histories were applied to

cement pastes. In real life, the pore fluid pressure inside

cement paste highly depends on the internal RH and

changes with age. The relationship between the pore

fluid pressure and internal RH can be approximated

through the combined Kelvin-Laplace equation as

pl � pg ¼ ln
RH

RH0

� �
RT

mw
; ð6Þ

where pl is the pore liquid pressure and pg is the vapor

pressure that exists in equilibrium above a flat surface

or pore liquid. As pg � pl over the range of pressures

that induce shrinkage, pgwill henceforth be neglected.

RH is the current internal relative humidity, RH0 is the

reference configuration internal relative humidity,1

R is the universal gas constant, mw is the molar volume

of water, and T is the temperature in Kelvin [40]. In

Eq. (6), one simplification is made that the effect of

time dependent changes in the dissolved species

concentration on the chemical potential of the pore

fluid is neglected. A modified version of Eq. (6)

should be used if one wishes to simulate evolving

chemistry of the pore solution during desiccation [39].

To simulate realistic shrinkage behavior of cement

paste utilizing the computational program, realistic

time-evolving pore pressure or RH history inside

cement paste is required. THAMES predicts the full

microstructure evolution including the emptying of

pores due to self-desiccation. Thus, THAMES is able

to indicate which voxels (i.e., those filled with pore

water) should be subjected to pore pressure changes

for shrinkage modeling. However, THAMES does not

resolve the nanometric pore sizes that would be

needed to calculate the magnitude of the pore

pressures. Therefore, rather than simulating the pore

pressure history directly, measured internal RH data

were utilized from experiments carried out where a

small sensor was embedded in a self-desiccating

(sealed from external drying) mortar bar [41]. Since

the referenced experiments only involved mortars

rather than pastes and since the cement utilized in the

specimens was not characterized to the extent neces-

sary to utilize THAMES to simulate the microstruc-

ture evolution, it was not deemed useful to compare

the actual measured autogenous shrinkage of the

mortar bar with simulated autogenous shrinkage of the

paste. The RH history was simply utilized to represent

a ‘‘typical’’ history for simulation purposes. With the

input of this empirically measured internal RH history,

the time-evolving pore fluid pressure can be calculated

and the shrinkage strain as a result of the time-

dependent RH history as well as hydration reaction

process can be predicted by the program.

Figure 4 shows the predicted time-dependent

shrinkage strain of 0.40 w/c cement paste. The

aforementioned experimentally measured internal

RH data [41] from a self-desiccating mortar with the

same w/c as the simulated microstructure was used to

quantify the evolving pore pressure history through

(6), which was input into the program. The temper-

ature of the simulation matched that of the experiment

(298 K).

One thing to note is that, in reality, the rate of

hydration reaction has a close relationship with the

1 The initial RH (i.e., prior to any desiccation) in cement-based

materials is suppressed by the reduction in water activity caused

by the presence of dissolved species in the pore fluid [38]. Such

effects can be accounted for as in [39], whereby the dissolved

species and their concentrations are explicitly accounted for in a

modified version of Eq. (6). An alternative approach is taken

here whereby one defines RH0 not as RH ¼ 100% (i.e., the RH

that is measured over a flat surface of pure water), but rather as

the relative humidity above a flat surface of the pore solution as

it exists prior to any desiccation. The latter approach is taken

here, using experimental data from the literature.
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internal RH of cement paste. At low to intermediate

RH, the hydration reaction significantly slows down

[42] or even stops due to changes in the chemical

potential of the pore water and thus the thermody-

namic equilibrium state [38]. Since the simulations

presented in this paper were all conducted under

relatively high RH conditions (with RH[ 80%), it

was assumed, for simplification, that the hydration rate

was independent of the internal RH. While experi-

ments [43] have indicated that hydration rates may be

reduced 20-60% at 90% internal RH versus the fully

water saturated condition, accounting for such a

reduction in hydration rate would not change the

magnitudes of the model predictions—it would only

change the time required to achieve the predicted

magnitudes. In fact, in the simulations involving

purely elastic phases, as the predicted shrinkage strain

by the computational scheme is strictly related to the

degree of hydration instead of the hydration reaction

rate, the shrinkage versus RH relationship is unique

and independent of the hydration rate.

In Fig. 4, besides the time-evolving measured RH

history on the right hand Y axis, which leads to time-

evolving pore fluid pressure, three different sets of

predicted shrinkage strain history are included. The

solid line and the dashed shrinkage strain line with

square markers were obtained from the computation-

ally predicted data. To obtain the dashed shrinkage

strain line with square markers, all the phases inside

each cement paste microstructure at all ages were

considered purely elastic, and the deformation of each

voxel was independent of the microstructures from

other ages, or in other words, stress/strain history

independent. This implies that the shrinkage strain

shown in this dashed square marked line occurs purely

as a result of the elastic response of cement paste to

pore fluid pressure increase. Different drying initiation

ages or historical microstructure evolutions will not

affect the generation of this line. The solid shrinkage

strain line, on the other hand, besides the elastic

response of cement paste to pore fluid pressure

changes, also considers the effects of microstructure

evolution. Thus, the effect of stress redistribution and

free strain generation that occurs during the cement

grain dissolution and hydrate precipitation process are

included in the generation of this solid line, resulting

in a higher prediction of the desiccation shrinkage

strain versus the purely elastic prediction. The differ-

ences between these two lines are the predicted

irreversible shrinkage that occurs due to cement grain

dissolution and hydrate precipitation.

The dashed shrinkage line with diamond markers in

Fig. 4 was obtained from the poroelastic calculation

results utilizing a discretized form of Eq. (5) in the

computational model,

eshðtiÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

SðtiÞDpðtiÞ þ pðtiÞDSðtiÞ
3

1

KpðtiÞ
� 1

Ks

� �
;

ð7Þ

where Dp(ti) = p(ti) - p(ti-1), denoting the pore

pressure difference between two different time steps.

The degree of saturation S(ti) was calculated utilizing

the microstructures generated by THAMES, with

SðtÞ ¼ Number of pores filledwith water
Total number of pores

. The shrinkage pre-

dicted by poroelasticity follows the same trend as the

predicted elastic recoverable shrinkage (the dashed

line with square markers). One potential reason to

explain the differences between the two dashed

shrinkage prediction lines is that, for a partially

saturated porous material, poroelasticity has signifi-

cant drawbacks, and its accuracy highly depends on

the microstructure (pore size distribution) of the

material [34]. From the comparison between the solid

shrinkage line and the two dashed shrinkage lines,

dissolution of load-bearing cement grains and precip-

itation of stress-free hydrates during the hydration and

shrinkage process, which occur simultaneously, is a

significant mechanism leading to irreversible shrink-

age. Poroelasticity underestimates desiccation shrink-

age, as has been noted previously [1, 9]. However,

while Lura et al. [9] and Grasley and Leung [1]

suggested that inherent viscoelasticity or creep of the

cement paste phases might account for the under-

prediction, here we suggest that the internal stress

redistribution associated with cement grain dissolution

plays a role in such under-prediction at early ages. As

cement paste ages during drying, the difference

between the poroelastic calculation and the overall

computational prediction (including both dissolution

effect and pore pressure change) increases, as can be

seen in Fig. 4.

3.4 Recovering RH

Using the same RH data as used in Fig. 4 but forcing

RH to return back to its initial value after 6 (Fig. 5a)
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and 7.5 days (Fig. 5b) of drying, the results shown in

Fig. 5 can be obtained for drying initiating at 1 and 3.5

days. Microstructures of 0.40 w/c cement paste were

used in the simulations, and the temperature was kept

constant at 293 K. In both Fig. 5a, b, the RH histories

were included on the right hand Y axis. The solid

shrinkage lines show the overall shrinkage due to both

pore pressure change and cement grain dissolution/

hydration precipitation effects, and the dashed shrink-

age lines show the predicted shrinkage of cement paste

occurring purely due to pore pressure change. In both

figures, cement paste shrinks with decreasing RH and

swells with recovering RH. After RH returns back to

its initial value, the irreversible shrinkage strains

caused by the dissolution/hydrate precipitation effect

could be predicted by the differences between the solid

lines and the dashed lines. Because THAMES does not

resolve nanometer sized pores, it is unable to define

the sorption isotherm for the microstructure and thus

unable to predict the increase in the degree of pore

saturation with increases in RH. Therefore, the

increase in pore saturation level upon increases in

RH is neglected in the simulations involving

rewetting; this leads to slight under prediction of the

irreversibility of the predicted shrinkages (as more

water in the pores would lead to pressure being exerted

over a greater fraction of the microstructure).

Comparing to Fig. 5b, Fig. 5a shows the shrinkage

strain history of cement paste when drying initiated at

an earlier age, and it can be seen that, when dried at

earlier ages, a much larger irreversible shrinkage

would be observed due to the more active hydration

reaction at earlier ages (and thus higher dissolution

and precipitation rates). These results suggest that

steps to increase the degree of hydration prior to

drying initiation (e.g., wet curing and heat curing)

would reduce the irreversible component of desicca-

tion shrinkage. Note that countering the effect of
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Fig. 4 Predicted shrinkage strain of 0.40 w/c cement paste with

drying initiated at age of 1 day. In this graph, the computation-

ally predicted data is shown (i) by treating cement paste at all

ages as a microstructure-dependent time-evolving material

(solid line), which shows the overall shrinkage due to both pore

pressure increase and hydration reaction effects; (ii) by treating

cement paste as purely elastic while neglecting phase dissolu-

tion effects (dashed shrinkage line with square markers), which

shows the shrinkage of cement paste occurring purely due to

instantaneous elastic deformation; and (iii) by poroelasticity

(dashed shrinkage line with diamond markers). The RH history

(dotted line with cross markers) was also included in this graph
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Fig. 5 Predicted shrinkage strain of 0.40 w/c cement paste with

drying initiated at ages of a 1 day and b 3.5 days. In both graphs,

the solid lines show the overall shrinkage due to both pore

pressure change and hydration reaction effects, while the dashed

shrinkage lines show the recoverable shrinkage of cement paste

occurring purely due to pore pressure change. Internal RH

history was also included in this graph on the right hand Y axis
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increased degree of hydration on reducing irreversible

shrinkage is the additional shrinkage that may occur as

a result of the refined pore structure associated with

wet curing [44].

In the model simulations, after the RH returns back

to its initial value or pore pressure returns back to zero,

an irreversible shrinkage exists as a result of the

increasing stiffness in the cement paste. At earlier

ages, cement paste shrinks as pore pressure increases,

while at later ages, when pore pressure returns back to

zero, cement paste would not swell as much because of

the increased stiffness, leaving an irreversible shrink-

age value shown in Fig. 5.

3.5 Cyclic drying and rewetting

In Fig. 6, a cyclic drying and rewetting process was

applied on 0.45 w/c cement paste at different ages of

drying initiation of 1 and 2 days. The RH history

applied in Fig. 6 follows the function

RHðtÞ ¼ 100� 10½1� cosð2p � f � tÞ� ð%Þ; ð8Þ

where RH(t) is the internal RH history as a function of

time, t represents the time in days after the start of

drying, and f denotes the frequency of the cyclic

drying and rewetting. In this way, RH becomes a

sinusoidal function oscillating between 100 and 80%

with each cycle period equal to 1/f in days. According

to Eqs. (6) and (8), the internal pore pressure also

becomes a sinusoidal function starting from zero pore

fluid stress and oscillates with the frequency of

f. According to the simulated shrinkage strain shown

in Fig. 6, which includes both the elastic deformation

of cement paste due to pore pressure changes and

cement grain dissolution/hydrate precipitation effects,

the irreversible strain increases with age under cyclic

drying and rewetting and can be directly observed at

the time when pore pressure returns back to zero,

revealed in Fig. 6 as the strains at the bottoms of the

oscillating curves. As discussed in the previous

sections, younger specimens would yield a larger

ultimate irreversible shrinkage, and the simulated

maximum strain under maximum pore pressure per

drying cycle decreases with age as a result of

increasing stiffness of the cement paste. The irre-

versible component of desiccation shrinkage associ-

ated with cement grain dissolution and hydrate

precipitation theoretically achieves an ultimate value

as indicated above if one presumes the solid phases are

strictly elastic. This ultimate value would depend on

several parameters, including the porosity, pore size

distribution, phases present and their respective elastic

properties, the drying and hydration kinetics, and the

degree of hydration at the onset of desiccation. Given
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Fig. 6 Predicted shrinkage strain of 0.45 w/c cement paste

when exposed to cyclic drying with different frequencies

(f = 0.5 and f = 1) at the initial drying ages of a 1 day and

b 2 days. All the lines in this figure show the predicted shrinkage

as a result of cyclic drying due to both pore pressure change and

cement grain dissolution/hydrate precipitation effects
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the complexity and multi-parameter dependency of

this ultimate irreversible shrinkage, it is not plausible

to derive a simple analytical expression to calculate

this value.

According to Fig. 6a, more drying and rewetting

cycles under the same time period would slightly

increase the irreversible shrinkage value, but this

increase is less than 10%. It is generally accepted that,

under cyclic drying and rewetting, most irreversible

shrinkage occurs in the first cycle of drying and

rewetting, and the shrinkage strain in the following

cycles can be treated as reversible shrinkage [3, 45],

but at early ages, according to the simulation results,

irreversible shrinkage is more age-dependent rather

than cycle-dependent. If the period of one drying cycle

is significantly long enough (e.g., 5 days in Fig. 6a),

the shrinkage occurring after the first cycle can be

treated as reversible, but if the period of one drying

and wetting cycle is relatively short, the irreversible

shrinkage occurring after the first cycle is not

negligible.

3.6 Combined irreversibility due to dissolution

and intrinsic plasticity

As noted in the introduction, irreversible desiccation

shrinkage has often been attributed to irreversible

deformation of the C–S–H phase. Here, we evaluate

the combined irreversible deformation associated with

both irreversible deformation of the C–S–H and

cement grain dissolution/hydrate precipitation effects.

The quasi-instantaneous irreversible deformation of

concrete associated with quasi-instantaneous applica-

tion of stress is generally attributed to microcracking

rather than plasticity of the phases (see, e.g., the

discussion in [3, 46, 47] and the references therein).

Thus, C–S–H is modeled to exhibit both an instanta-

neous elastic response and a time-dependent vis-

coplastic (VP) response to stress.

When utilizing the same RH history as in Fig. 6 and

treating the C–S–H phases inside cement paste as VP,

Fig. 7 can be obtained showing the shrinkage occur-

ring due to pore pressure changes, cement grain

dissolution effects and C–S–H viscoplasticity. As

there are no sufficient data currently available for

modeling the relaxation of the C–S–H phase over

several days due to experimental challenges, for

simulation purposes, in Fig. 7, the VP Young’s

modulus of C–S–H was set to be E(t) =

11.2 GPa ? 11.2 exp (-0.2t) GPa, and the Poisson’s

ratio of C–S–H was assumed to have a constant value

of 0.25. The relaxation function chosen for C–S–H is

based on the instantaneous elastic Young’s modulus

reported in Haecker et al. [35], E(0) = 22.4 GPa, with

an assumed 50% ultimate relaxation. There are little

data available in the literature to guide the modeling of

C–S–H relaxation. However, as the purpose of this

paper is to investigate the effect of various mecha-

nisms behind irreversible shrinkage, the observed

trends are largely independent of the specific model

utilized for C–S–H. The irreversible shrinkage

observed in Fig. 7 is a combined result of both

mechanisms: cement grain dissolution/hydrate precip-

itation and C–S–H viscoplasticity. Comparing to the

irreversible shrinkage occurring due to cement grain

dissolution and hydrate precipitation effects, which is

more significant at earlier ages, the relative impor-

tance of irreversible shrinkage caused by C–S–H

viscoplasticity increases with age (through observing

the differences between solid lines and dashed lines in

Fig. 7 at different ages). This is due in part to the fact

that the volume fraction of C–S–H phases inside

cement paste increases with age. Without dramatic

change in the mechanical properties of C–S–H phases

(due to either C–S–H viscoplasticity or C–S–H aging),

according to the simulation results, the hydration

reaction (including combined effects of cement grain

dissolution, hydrate precipitation and stiffness

increase of cement paste) is the dominant mechanism

leading to shrinkage irreversibility at early ages. The

reason for this is that, over relatively short drying

cycle periods (i.e., about 1 or 2 days), there is very

little relaxation of the C–S–H given the retardation

time and maximum relaxation used in the material

model for E(t). The material model chosen for C–S–H

is not validated by experimental data for C–S–H given

the lack of reliable data on C–S–H VE/VP properties.

However, given the observed relaxation of cement

paste (which includes both intrinsic C–S–H relaxation

and dissolution effects) [48], it is reasonable to

approximate early-age C–S–H relaxation according

to the model used. Thus, the data in Fig. 7 indicate

that, from a modeling perspective, it may be practi-

cable to disregard irreversible shrinkage during daily

drying cycles after the first drying.

In contrast to the limited significance of intrinsic C–

S–H VP with respect to irreversible shrinkage during

short-term drying cycles, Fig. 8 indicates that the
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influence of the intrinsic irreversible deformation is

much more significant for long-term continuous

desiccation. In Fig. 8, the same VE/VP Young’s

modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of C–S–H was used

as in Fig. 7. An assumed RH history RH(t) =

80 ? 20 exp (-t/14)(%) was applied at different

initial drying ages of 1 and 14 days, where t represents

the time in days after the start of drying. In Fig. 8, the

solid lines show the RH history, and the dashed lines

show the time-dependent shrinkage of cement paste. It

can be seen that the longer term drying provides a

greater duration for the irreversible VP deformation to

develop in the C–S–H, thus making this component of

greater potential importance at later ages versus

cement grain dissolution and hydrate precipitation

effects. Thus, in contrast to daily cycles, it may not be

practicable to ignore long-term irreversible deforma-

tion of C–S–H under drying induced stresses. Ulti-

mately, accurate determination of the contribution of

C–S–H VP deformation to long-term irreversible

desiccation shrinkage (associated with either cyclical

or asymptotic drying) requires greater confidence in

the VE/VP constitutive function assigned to C–S–H,

which requires a significant improvement in available

experimental data.

4 Conclusions

To evaluate the mechanisms behind the irreversible

desiccation shrinkage of cement paste at early ages, a

computational model that couples a hydration

microstructure evolution model and a finite element

calculation routinewas utilized to givepredictions of the

time-evolving shrinkage strain of cement paste. Virtual

experiments were carried out, and based on the simu-

lation results, dissolution of load-bearing cement grains
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Fig. 7 Predicted shrinkage strain of 0.45 w/c cement paste

when exposed to cyclic drying with different frequencies

a f = 1 and b f = 0.5 when drying is initiated at an age of 1

day. All the lines in this figure show the overall shrinkage as a

result of cyclic drying due to pore pressure change, cement grain

dissolution/hydrate precipitation effects, and C–S–H time-
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and precipitation of hydrates that occurs during the

hydration process appears to be a significantmechanism

leading to irreversible shrinkage strain. Through the

comparisons between the computationally predicted

resultswith the results calculated throughporoelasticity,

it was concluded that poroelasticity likely under-

predicts the overall early age shrinkage of cement paste

as it neglects the cement grain dissolution and hydrate

precipitation effect. The simulations also imply that

irreversible shrinkage is closely related to age; delayed

drying would lead to drastic reductions in irreversible

shrinkage associated with cement grain dissolution and

hydrate precipitation. According to cyclic drying and

rewetting simulations, the number of cycles has a much

smaller influence on the irreversible shrinkage than the

age of the sample; thus, if drying cycles are sufficiently

slow, then one would expect irreversible shrinkage only

on the first cycle, whereas for fast cycles, one would

expect irreversible shrinkage on subsequent cycles as

well.

At early ages, simulation results indicate that the

stress redistribution associated with the hydration

reaction (including cement grain dissolution, hydrate

precipitation and stiffness increase of cement paste) is

significant with regards to irreversible desiccation

shrinkage. For long term asymptotic drying, however,

irreversible deformation within the C–S–H phase may

also significantly impact irreversible shrinkage. It is

impossible to determine the precise magnitude of

influence at this time due to a lack of quality data for

intrinsic, long-term C–S–H viscoplastic properties.

The primary limitation of the modeling approach

described herein is the neglecting of the coupling

between the hydration reaction and the internal RH.

Once the internal RH is reduced sufficiently, the

hydration rate is substantially slowed or even halted

(due to either kinetic or thermodynamic constraints). If

hydration slows, then the dissolution of cement grains

likely slows correspondingly, which would reduce the

amount of irreversible shrinkage expected. However,

at early ages where hydration reaction rates are more

significant, the internal RH is generally not reduced to

the point where the hydration rate would be signifi-

cantly affected.
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